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A bstract 

In t his paper, we develop a simple growth model that exhibits a wide 
variety of economic development patterns. In particular , our numerical simu
lations demonst rate that for a given set of parameter values, various types of 
development patterns such as the middle-income trap, t he poverty trap, pe
riodic or chaotic fluctuations, and high-income paths , can coexist, and which 
pattern is realized depends only on the init ial value of capital. For another 
set of parameter values, we show that due to t he pinball effect, an economy 
starting at a middle-income level can take off to t he high-income state or get 
caught in the poverty trap in a seemingly random way after undergoing t ran
sient chaotic motions. Our results can explain observed complicated patterns 
of economic development in a unified manner. 
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1 Introduction 

The most standard model of economic growth and development is he Solow model 

in which, as is well known, any economy exhibits a monotonic development process 

converging to i s steady sta e. However this is not necessarily an ac ual pattern of 

economic development. Some less developed economies remain at low-income levels 

for long periods, whereas others experience rapid growth and successfully catch up to 

t he developed countries. Moreover , some economies which succeed in escaping t he 

low-income level, fail to continue to grow further after certain rapid growth periods. 

As such, t here are various patterns of economic developmen in the real world. Using 

data from the Maddison project 1 we plot t he evolutions of gross domestic product 

(GDP) per capita of Singapore Cote d Ivoire, Zimbabwe and Japan. As t he figures 

show, the GDP per capita of Singapore has continued to grow, whereas Cote d Ivoire 

and Zimbabwe exhibit non-mono onic movements in per capita GDP over extended 

periods. 

[Insert Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4] 

In t he following, to take a closer look at real-world economic development pat 

terns we classify he per capita income level of each country into t hree categories: 

low middle, and high. 

For low-income countries the raditional focus of analysis has been the ' devel

opment trap" or "poverty trap argumen , which states that low-income countries 

cannot escape poverty even in t he long run. 2 Recently, however because many coun

t ries in East Asia and elsewhere have escaped the development trap and started to 

grow, t here has been much interest in t he pat erns of economic development of 

coun ries at he middle-income level. 

In East Asia, Latin America, he Middle East, and orth Africa, a significan 

1We use "rnal GDP per capita in 2011$" from the Maddison Projec Database 2020, which is 
available a https://www.rug.nl/ggdc/historicaldevelopment/maddison/?lang=en 

2See, for example, Azariadis and tachurski (2005), Jones (2016) and Matsuyama (2010). 
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number of count ries tha escaped from the poverty trap experienced a sharp decline 

in growth rates after t heir init ial periods of rapid economic growth thus remaining 

in t he middle-income bracket. In other words , although t hey successfully reached t he 

middle-income level, hese coun ries were unable to catch up with t he high-income 

developed countries. This phenomenon referred to as t he middle-income trap' 

has been analyzed by many researchers. 3 However, it should be noted t hat several 

coun ries have succeeded in escaping from the middle-income trap. For example 

alt hough Japan remained in the middle-income range for a relatively long period 

it did finally escape and experienced very high growth (see Figure 4). Doner and 

Schneider (2016) poin ou t hat from t he 1980s to the 1990s 13 countries escaped 

from the middle-income trap and moved to t he high-income level. Thus, t he actual 

development pat erns around the middle-income range vary across countries. 

sing GDP per capita for each coun ry relative to tha of the nited States 

Jones (1997) and Kane (2016) investigate t he transition processes of countries from 

low o higher income levels.4 Jones (1997) examines transition processes toward the 

end of t he 20 h cen ury and finds twin peaks in the world distribution of GDP per 

capita. This indicates t hat t he coun ries have been divided into two groups, poor 

and rich, which sugges s t he exis ence of a development trap. However , almos two 

decades later , Kane (2016) reexamines Jones (1997) and finds t hat t he low-income 

coun ries continued to grow as a whole (albeit at a slow pace) and that most of them 

escaped he developmen rap. Kane s finding supports the recent shift in research 

interest from t he development trap to t he middle-income trap . 

Following Jones (1997) and Kane (2016) we briefly examine how t he GDP per 

capita of each coun ry relative to t hat of t he United States evolved during t he period 

from 2002 to 2017. 5 In line wit h t he middle-income trap literature, we focus on the 

3 See, for example, Im and R.osenbla t (2013) and Agenor (2017) for smveys on this literature. 
Hu e al. (2020) develop a formal general equilibrium model of he middle-income trap. See also 
Eichengreen et al. (2013) . 

4Both J ones (19D7) and Kane (2016) use data from the Penn World Table, using Marks 5.6 and 
.1, respectively. 

5We use da a from the Penn World Table ( tlark !J. l ) . ee Feenstra et al. (2015). 
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transit ion process be ween the middle- and high-income brackets. We use a data set 

of he real GDP per capita of 161 countries from which countries wit h populations 

of 300 000 or fewer ru.-e excluded, similar to Kane (2016). foreover, we limit our 

attention o t he period from 2002 and 2017, as t he mos recent data available is for 

2017 in t he Penn ·world Table (Mark 9.1) . Table 1 shows the distribut ion of rela ive 

GDP per capita based on 10 t iers. Tier 1 consists of the richest countries for which 

average per capita incomes for 2002 and 2017 are above 90<¾ of t hat of t he United 

S ates whereas tier 10 represents the poorest countries with average per capit a 

incomes below 10 1/o of per capita income in the United States. Except for t ier 1 t he 

cu off levels between each t ier increase by 10 Yo. Tier 1 countries are those with per 

capita incomes of more t han 90% of t hat of Uni cd States. For example in 2017 

Singapore s income per ea.pi a was $79 ,872 placing i in t ier 1, as the income per 

capita of t he nited Sta cs was $56 153. 

[Insert Tables 1 and 2] 

From hese ables we can observe t hat there are countries t hat grew steadily 

(rising one income rank during t he analysis period) , t hose that grew rapidly (rising 

two or more ranks), t hose in which growth shrank (falling one rank), and t hose in 

which growth shrank significantly (falling two or more ranks). 6 T hat is the devel

opment pat ems between t he middle- and high-income levels are diverse and can be 

non-mono omc. 

Alt hough many recent empirical studies focus on such varying patterns of eco

nomic development , there are very few formal models that can explain t hese observed 

variations (particularly t he developmen patterns of middle-income countries) in a 

unified manner. As far as we know Hu et al. (2020) are t he first to construct an 

infinitely lived representa ive agent model of economic development with endoge

nous technology choice on human capital investment. T hey show t hat the model 

6 Hu e al. (2020) estimate ransi ion probabilities across the quintiles and obtain a similar 
resul o ours. 
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can exhibit observed patterns of economic development such as a poverty rap a 

middle-income trap, and a flying geese pattern of economic development. 7 Their rich 

results come from heir specification of human capital investment. In t heir model 

t here are multiple human capital investment technologies tha include a kind of 

t hreshold externalit ies; tha is, a technology wit h higher productivity is accompa

nied by a higher t hreshold level of human capital. T he degree of these externalit ies 

plays an essential role in t echnology choice and enables a unified explanation of t he 

empirically observed development patterns. Our model resembles that of Hu et al. 

(2020) because both share t he endogenous t echnology choice setting. However, our 

model is simpler in the sense ha it does not include any externalities. Nonethe

less, we can produce a wide variety of economic dynamics including poverty traps 

middle-income traps, and complicated dynamics. 

For a given set of parameters in our model, numerical simulation results show 

t hat the economy can be caugh in he middle-income trap or t he poverty trap or 

t hat it can converge to the high-income state depending on the init ial values. Vie 

consider tha his can explain he fact tha there exist countries that stay in , drop 

below, or move up from the middle-income class, as shown in Table 2. 

From a theore ical perspective t here are several studies related to ours. The role 

of an endogenous t echnology choice by investors has attracted the attention of many 

researchers in the literature on endogenous business cycles. This line of research in

cludes Iwaisako (2002) and atsuyama (2007). 8 In t heir economy t here are mult iple 

production technologies, and firm owners select one among them depending on t he 

economic conditions at hat ime. They graphically show that the selected tech

nology switches endogenously over time as the economic conditions change and 

t hat t his switch in t he technology choice causes discontinuities and as a result, rich 

patterns of economic dynamics. 9 

71n the model of Hu et al. (2020) , continual technology upgrading in human/knowledge accumu
lation can occur as the economy develops, a situation that they refer o as flying geese development 
a la Akamatsu (1962). 

See also Aghion et al. (1999) for an early attemp in this direction . 
9 Iwaisako (2002) assumes that each investor selects he technology with higher capi al returns. 
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The dynamic propert ies of t hese models are analyzed in depth by K unieda and 

Shiba a (2003), A ano e al. (2012) Ma suyama et al. (2018) Asano and Yokoo 

(2019), and mezuki and Yokoo (2019a) . By specifying t he production technolo

gies as t he Cobb- Douglas type, t hese studies analytically investigate he dynamic 

propert ies of t hese kinds of models. They utilize he fact that when t echnologies are 

of t he Cobb- Douglas type and preferences are log-linear , t he equilibrium dynamics 

can be transformed into t he piecewise linear first -order differ nee equation , which is 

known as the Caianiello equation of t he neuron model. 10 

Alt hough t he Cobb-Douglas echnology assumption greatly reduces t he difficulty 

in t he analysis, it removes important economic implications of endogenous technol

ogy choice for economic developmen and business cycles. Thus we extend these 

studies, especially Kunieda and Shibata (2003) and Umezuki and Yokoo (2019a) 

to t he case of t he cons ant elasticity of substit ut ion (CES) production technologies 

and investigate he properties of t he equilibrium dynamics. 

2 Basic Settings 

We extend the analysis by Kunieda and Shibata (2003) and Umezuki and Yokoo 

(2019a) on dynamics generated by endogenous technology choice. Although t heir 

studies focus on the case of Cobb- Douglas production t echnologies, we assume a 

more general class of technology namely CES t echnologies as not ed above. The 

economy begins in period 1 and cont inues over time t oward infinity. Economic 

T he model of Matsuyanm (2007) is more sophisticated. In his model each agent can become either 
an entrepreneur or a lender , and there arc multiple capital-producing technologies ava.ilablc, with 
different degrees of productivi y and pledgeabili y (e.g., technology 1 produces more capital than 
technology 2, but 1 may be less pledgeable t han 2) . Moreover, because each capital-producing 
technology has its own minimum input size, t he amount of funds required for an entrepreneur 
to adopt a capital-producing technology differs across technologies. In this environment, the en
t repreneur 's choice of technology depends on he market interest rate and the level of the investors 
weal h. Because he equilibrium interes rate and t he level of entrepreneurial wealth vary over time 
as capital accumulates, he choice of technology switches endogenously, and the switches produce 
discont inuities in the reduced form final goods production function. 

10 The business cycle model developed by Ishida and Yokoo (2004) takes a similar form. They 
show that the model can generate asymme ric periodic cycles of arbitrarily large periods . 
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agents , excep for generation 0 a.re born at the beginning of each period and live 

two periods. Generation O is present at t he inception of he economy and has capital 

stock k0 . The population of each generation , L , is constant over time. The goods 

and factor markets are competi ive. 

2.1 Household Behavior: Cobb-Douglas Utility 

Our formulation of consumer behavior is he same as Iwaisako (2002), Kunieda and 

Shiba a (2003), and mezuki and Yokoo (2019a). An agent born in period t (called 

generation t) consumes Ct in period t and <it+1 in period t + 1. Each agent supplies 

one unit of labor inelas ically in t he first period and divides his/her wage income 

between consump ion in hat period and saving. In the second period, he agent 

consumes t he proceeds of his/ her savings. T he maximization problem of generation 

t is: 

max (1 - s) log et+ slogdt+1 s E (0, 1) 
Ct,di+1,St 

(1) 

where Wt denotes the wage rate and Rt+1 denotes t he rate of return on saving. 

Then , optimal saving is given by: 

St = SWt. (2) 

Throughout this paper we set t he saving rate to be 0.3 (s = 0.3) . 

2.2 Production: CES Technology 

Following Kunieda and Shiba a (2003) and Umezuki and Yokoo (2019a) we assume 

t hat here are m ypes of t echnologies for firms ( old generations). The t echnologies 

are assumed to take the fo llowing CES forms: 

where ai E (0, 1) and Ai > 0. In this formulation if Pi = - 1 Ji is linear; if Pi • + oo 

Ji is of he Leon ief type; and if Pi • 0, Ji approaches the Cobb-Douglas type. 
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2.3 Technology Choice 

At the beginning of each period , t he owners of firms ( old generations) select one of 

t he available technologies wi h the highest return on capital: 

maxJ;(k), 
iEM 

(3) 

where M = {1 , 2, · · · , m } deno es he set of production technologies. 

The marginal productivity schedules of the CES t echnologies: 

arc depicted in Figure 5 for m = 2. In Figure 5 there is only one crossing of t he JI 
curves. o e t hat t he JI curves may cross with each other more than once. 

[Insert F igure o] 

2.3.1 Factor P rices 

Because of perfect compe ition, t he marginal productivity of each production fac or 

is equalized to it s price, t hat is: 

i E M. (4) 

Simple calculation gives: 

Figure 6 depicts a ypical wage schedule (multiplied by s) under the CES-type 

technology with p > 0. While t he wage schedule for the Cobb-Douglas cchnology 

is an increasing concave function of k it can easily be seen that the wage schedule 

for t he CES t echnology wit h p > 0 is increasing bu sigmoidal. That is, t he gr aph of 

w(k) is relatively flat for a small k or large k but rather steep for a moderate k. As 

we will see later, the last characteristic of t he wage schedule for the CES t echnology 

can be a source of complex pa terns of economic development. 

[Insert Figure 6] 
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2.4 The Dynamical Systen1 

When the selected echnology changes t he wage schedule also changes which causes 

a discontinui y of t he dynamical system at t he point of technology switching. For 

simplicity, we will consider he case where only two echnologies are presen . As 

we will see later , wo technologies are enough to generate many in eresting dynamic 

phenomena hat canno be reproduced by t he one-technology formulation. 

Then , the dynamical sys em t hat we deal with below can be summarized as 

follows: 

T 

swT(kt) 

arg max f; ( kt). 
iE{l,2} 

(6) 

(7) 

Figure 7 presents a typical return map given by the model (6)- (7) when t here are 

two CES technologies corresponding o Figure 5. 

[Insert Figure 7] 

3 Main Results 

From the study of Umezuki and Yokoo (2019a) , we know that t he model consisting 

of (6) and (7) can exhibit attrac ing periodic cycles of arbitrarily large periods when 

bo h technologies are of the Cobb- Douglas type. In t his study we demons ra e 

t hat when the technologies arc of he CES form with p > 0 which is more general 

t han the Cobb-Douglas form of echnologics t he model can reproduce richer and 

more in cresting patterns of economic development . 11 In particular t his sec ion 

shows tha a wide varie y of economic dynamics including poverty traps , middle

income raps, and complicated dynamics can be produced and that t hese paten ial 

patterns can be realized depending only on the initial values. 

11This expression is somewha inaccurate. Indeed, for a continuum of Cob Douglas technolo
gies, Umezuki and Yokoo (2019b) show that a. similar model can generate chaotic dynamics. 
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3.1 Coexistence of the Poverty Trap, Middle-Income Trap 
and High-Income State 

For a given set of parame er values, numerical simulat ions demonstrate t hat various 

types of dynamic patterns, such as a poverty trap , periodic or chaotic fluctuations 

and high-grnwt h paths12 simultaneously emerge, depending on t he initial values. In 

Figure 8, there are four s eady sta es two of which are stable (s81 = 0 and 884 ) 

and two unstable (882 and 883) . Any trajectory starting from the interval [881 ,882) 

monotonically converges to 881 = 0. T his situation is referred to as the poverty trap. 

By con rast , any trajec ory s arting from a poin larger t han 883 monotonically 

converges to t he highest steady state 884 which we will call the high-income state. 

[Insert F igure ] 

The behavior of a trajectory s arting from the interval (88z , 88 3 ) is more complex. 

See F igure 9. As he open interval (88z, 883 ) contains a discontinuity but no steady 

stat e, and as t he highes poin of he gTaph of the return map does not exceed 883 

and t he lowest point cannot be less t han 882 , any rajectory starting from (88 2 ,883 ) 

cannot escape from hat interval and has o keep fluctuating in a periodic or chaotic 

manner. We call t his situation t he middle-income trap, as the economy is caught in 

t he middle range of income ( or capital) neither converging to t he poverty trap nor 

taking off to t he high-incomes ate. For t he given set of parameter values above t he 

economy fluctuates in a chaotic manner in t he sense of positivity of the Lyapunov 

exponent 13 when the economy is caught in t he middle-income trap . It is importan 

to recognize t hat, for t he same parameter values noted above t he middle-income 

t rap coexis s wit h the poverty trap and the high-income state and which si uation 

12We refer to a growth path converging to the high-income state as a high-growth path. 
13For a one-rumensional smooth map Xt+1 = f( xt), the Lyapunov exponent >. is calculated 

according to he formula: 
n-1 

>. = lim ! '" 1n IJ'(xt) l-
n --++ n 6 

l =O 

For the set of parameter values corresponding to Figure 9, it is computed as >. = 0.60, which 
indicates that chaos occurs in he middle-income rap. 
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is attained depends only on t he init ial value of capital. 

[Insert F igure 9] 

3.2 Taking Off or Breaking Down: The P inball Effect 

In t he previous subsection, we dealt wi h a situation in which an economy is rapped 

at the middle-income level. T he question hen arises: is the economy trapped here 

forever , without either taking off to he high-income state or reverting to pover y? 

We would like o give another parametric example in which both takeoff and break

down from the middle-income range can ake place although t he situation is a lit le 

complica ed. 

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate our argument. Compared with Figure 9 the param

eter values have been changed so that the trapping interval of t he middle-income 

trap< collapses." In other words a typical trajectory starting from the middle-income 

range can escape from t hat range and may finally get caught in t he poverty trap 

or take off o he high-income sta e, depending on t he initial values. No e t hat t he 

same parame er values are used for Figures 10 and 11. 

[Insert F igures 10 and 11 ] 

Two t hings are worth noticing. The first concerns t he transient behaviors as 

economies move toward the final states (ss1 or ss4 ). As seen from both F igures 10 

and 11 , t he rajectories fluctuate for a relatively long time in t he middle-income 

range before t hey settle down to final states. This kind of phenomenon is often 

referred o as transient chaos (see Lai and Tel (2011)). The mechanism for t ransient 

chaos could be explained as follows: t here is a chaotic invariant Can or se A C 

(ss2 , ss3 ) such hat for each k0 E A, t he rajectory {k0 , k1 k2 , · · · } says in A.14 

Thus, such an economy would be caught in t he middle-income trap. However A 

is a very 'thin,' ypically measure-zero set. As a result, almost every trajectory 

ultimately leaves he middle-income range. However t he closer the initial point k0 

14See Guckenheimer and Holmes (rn 3, ection 5) for invariant Cantor sets. 
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to he chao ic set A (k0 (j. A), the longer he trajectory behaves like a trajec ory on 

A before it is finally at rac ed to a st eady state ( ss1 or ss4), which causes transiently 

chaotic behaviors. 

The second hing is rela ed to the basin of attraction. There are wo destinations 

in our example in Figures 10 and 11: one is good (ss4) and he other is bad (ss 1) . 

Thus, one would wish to loca e the se of initial values for each des ina ion, i. e., 

t he basin of attraction , or to ident ify the boundaries of t hese sets. If we consider 

an economy having only one CES echnology with p > 0 in which t hree st eady 

stat es exist, t hen he middle steady sta e must be unstable and the other two left 

and right , are stable. In such a case the single point of the middle steady sta e 

consti u es the boundary of t he basins of at raction for the two stable steady s ates. 

In he example we arc dealing wi h the si ua ion is not as simple. The boundaries of 

t he basins of attraction for ss1 and ss4 can be complicat cd15 because of t he existence 

of t he chao ic invarian set A. The invariant set A operates like a pinball machine 

scrambling he economic trajectories to seemingly random destinations. Indeed t he 

init ial value of he trajectory (revert ing to poverty) in Figure 10 is k0 = 1.1 which 

is larger t han he initial value of the trajectory (taking off to t he high-income state) 

in Figure 11 , which is k0 = 0.95. Although t he system itself is deterministic, t here 

is some sor of randomness in he final sta es. In such situations we might say t hat 

an economy starting from he middle-income level needs some luck to take off to 

t he high-income state. 

4 Concluding Remarks 

Constructing a simple and standard model we numerically showed t hat an economy 

may revert to a poverty trap, be caught in a middle-income trap, or at ain a high

growth pa h , depending on t he initial condit ion of t he economy. These results 

indica e tha our model can explain our empirical observations for the period 2002-

151n the chaos theory literature, he boundaries we discuss are referred to as fractal basin bound
aries, al hough the technical de ails are beyond the scope of this paper. ee Yokoo (2000) for a 
discussion of frac al basin boundaries in an overlapping generations model. 
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2017 that some middle-income coun ries in 2002 remained in the middle-income 

clas in 2017, whereas others reverted to poverty or moved up to t he high-income 

class in 2017. oreover, we showed hat for another set of parameter values, due 

to he pinball effect, an economy start ing at the middle-income level can take off 

to t he high-income state or get caught in the pove1 y trap in a seemingly random 

way after experiencing transiently chaotic mo ions for arbit rarily large periods. The 

former takeoff case corresponds to t he experience of J apan and other countries that 

escaped from the middle-income trap and became high-growth count ries. Thus 

our result s can explain t he observed complicated patterns of economic development 

including t he takeoff case in a unified manner. Moreover t he breakdown case 

involving reversion to poverty suggests the possibility t hat even t hough a count ry 

has remained a t he middle-income level for a long period , it could suddenly fail 

resulting in the economy shrinking and reverting to a low-income state. 
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2002 2017 

Tier 10 y::; 0.1 68 49 

Tier 9 0.1 < y::; 0.2 31 25 

Tier 8 0.2< y ::; 0.3 18 25 

Tier 7 0.3< y ::; 0.4 5 6 

Tier 6 0.4< y ::; 0.5 4 13 

Tier 5 0.5< y ::; 0.6 6 6 

Tier 4 0.6< y::; 0.7 6 9 

Tier 3 0.7< y::; 0.8 11 9 

Tier 2 0.8< y ::; 0.9 6 7 

Tier 1 0.9< y 6 12 

Table 1: World Income Dis ributions in 2002 and 2017 

2002 

Tier 5 Tier 4 Tier 3 Tier 2 Tier 1 

2017 Tier 5 0 0 1 6 

Tier 4 5 2 1 0 9 

Tier 3 0 3 2 1 0 9 

Tier 2 0 0 6 1 0 7 

Tier 1 1 1 4 6 12 

6 6 11 6 6 

Table 2: Country Transitions among Relative Income Tiers, 2002- 2017 
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k 

Figu re u: A single crossing of JI curves (i = 1, 2) . A1 = 7.5 a 1 = 0.8, p1 = 1.6 
A2 = 9 a 2 = 0.2, p2 = 1.6. 
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Figure 6: A ypical CES wage schedule. 
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k, 

Figure 7: T he return map ( solid lines) . The paramet ers are t he same as in Figure 
5. 
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k, 

Figure 8: A trajectory get ing caught in the poverty trap (k0 = 0.14) and another 
trnjec ory taking off to t he high-income s eady state (ko = 1.4) . T he parameters 
are he same as in Figure 5. 
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k t 

Figure 9: A chao ic rajectory caugh in the middle income trap. T he parame ers 
are he same as in Figure 5. k0 = 1.2. 
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Figure 10: A trajec ory getting caught in the poverty trap after exhibiting long
las ing erratic flue ua ions. A1 = 6. 7, a 1 = 0.6, p1 = 2.5 A2 = 10, a 2 = 0.2 p2 = 2, 
s = 0.3, k0 = 1.1. 
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Figure 11: A high-growth path with transiently chaotic fluctuations in the middle
income range. The parameter values are the same as in F ig. 10. Only he ini ial 
condit ions are differen between Fig.10 and t his figu re. For t his figure k0 = 0.95. 
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